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A Note to Parents
This is the last installment of the Freelandia Trilogy. In Book 1, we were
introduced to a young blind orphan girl named Maria who has an extraordinary singing ability. Extraordinary really does not describe it adequately.
Supernatural would be better, for it is a gifting from God, a spiritual gifting
the likes of which the world has never experienced. The first book takes
place entirely within thecountry of Freelandia, a land highly secluded geographically but rich in resources and more importantly, rich in spiritual
awareness of the one true God. As such they have been blessed immensely
with prosperity and peace for hundreds of years. Biblical New Testament
spiritual gifts are widely exercised and even expected (see I Corinthians
chapters 12-14 in particular, though in the story Discerners really have a
combination of several of the listed Gifts of the Spirit).
In the first book Maria’s astounding gift is experienced by many, and she
is befriended by several of the most important people in the country. At
the Academy of Music, life would seem rather idyllic …except for the ominous impending threat of war with the Dominion, a demon-empowered
country bent on world conquest.
We also met Ethan, the son of the Chancellor, who also has a most unusual supernatural gifting, which is used to thwart an assassination attempt
on his father. Book 1 ends with Grand Master Gaeten, Ethan’s exceptionally skilled but blind mentor, heading into Dominion territory to spy out
their plans against Freelandia.
Book 2 follows Gaeten and his assistant Nimblefoot as they learn about
the imminent invasion the Dominion has planned against Freelandia. We
are also introduced to the School of Engineers, where God is pouring out
ideas for new inventions to be used in the upcoming war. Meanwhile,
Maria finds that her gifting extends well beyond singing to also encompass playing musical instruments. Ethan is seduced, kidnapped and taken
aboard a disguised Dominion ship which escapes even as the Freelandian
navy is attacked by a much larger Dominion armada. The naval clash has
both physical and spiritual ramifications, and Maria and the Academy of
Music learn that their worship of God has significant impact against the
evil forces arrayed against Freelandia. This realization precipitates a major

reorganization within the Academy, and God brings about spiritual awakening and revival first at the Keep and then to the entire country … and
even to the chained Ethan.
This then is the setting for Book 3. Ethan is being taken to the Dominion, which plans on extracting the great amount of knowledge he has of
Freelandian defenses and on using him as a hostage or worse against his
homeland and his parents, the Chancellor and Chancelloress of Freelandia.
Maria is preparing the entire Academy of Music to become worship warriors. The engineers are creating weapons and defenses the likes of which
are totally unknown in their world. The Dominion is preparing for an
all-out war that pits not only their navy and army against Freelandia, but
also demonic spiritual forces as well.
You are invited to join in on what is prayerfully more than a simple
adventure. Unlike Freelandia, our world is full of books depicting worldly
adventures that sadly not only fail to mention or give credit to God, but
which even seem to revel in ignoring the Creator. They assign the supernatural to demons, but not to angels, experiences to luck or chance and not
to our Savior, and success to human ability instead of to God’s grace. If
you begin to wonder if God could really be like He is depicted in the story,
then I have accomplished some good. If you catch a spark of what living
with Holy Spirit’s power might be like, if it makes you give glory to our
wonderful loving God in any way, then all of the efforts to write it and get
it into your hands were well worthwhile. May this story be known for any
blessings it brings.
Kent Larson
Awestruck worshiper of the Most High God
2013
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- at the edge of where the Michigan population tapers off into a rural and
rustic setting. On quiet evenings he and his family can step out onto their
back porch, gaze at the starry host above, and feel even closer to the God
who created it all.

Chapter 1

Reflections

M

aster Warden James dwarfed his desk and looked like he had
been sitting far too long. He was a man of action who had
many administration duties. He carried them out very thoroughly, but deskwork ill-suited his broad shoulders. He looked up from
his desk as his naval commander entered the room and spoke first. “So
what is your status report?”
“Well sir, our ships damaged in the battle with the Dominion fleet are
being repaired far faster than I had even hoped, and as part of that all are
getting the latest weaponry that the engineers have dreamed up. I was quite
unsure about those new fangled launchers, fireball bombs and floating barrel mines, but they surely worked well against even the biggest frigates we
came up against. And if we can get a few of those Thunderclap of God
devices I think we even might stand up to those humongous Dreadnaughts
we’ve been hearing about.”
“I presume you are upgrading the full complement of weaponry for
every ship?”
“Indeed we are, though it seems like something new is coming from the
School of Engineering every other day. It is difficult to keep up with the
training on all the new things they are delivering.”
“Try to keep up! How long do you think you need before every naval
ship has been outfitted and ready to sail?”
“Oh, I’d say two to three weeks. And the shipbuilders are in a tear making new sloops too. I personally think they are bragging, but I was told they
believe they can deliver one new ship every week. That sounds preposterous to me, but then again, those engineers have swarmed all over the ship
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building yards and every dockyard is humming along real efficient-like,
and they seem to have a small army of volunteer workmen.”
“Yes, I toured it yesterday to see for myself. It’s incredible. The Master
Shipbuilder even told me he thought they could further ramp up production to increase their output yet this month, and retrofits are taking less
than a fourth of the time they used to since the engineers have standardized
mounting brackets and tools. It is unbelievable how much faster changes
and upgrades go with quality interchangeable standardized parts! Have
you heard any word from our outer patrol vessels … any chance one of
them might catch those Dominion spies who kidnapped the Chancellor’s
son Ethan?”
“Not likely, not likely at all. Besides, it looks like a merchant ship from
any distance, especially if they hide their catapults under heavy cloth. I am
sorry to say that it appears they got clean away.”
“Well then, it is up to God to stop them. At least our friends the Alterians should only be a day or so behind them.”

The Alterian ship was speedy, but so was the Dominion merchant ship.
Both passed the straggling Freelandian vessels returning to port, and they
could readily see battle damage. The Alterian captain knew he was nearly
a day behind and did not know for sure where the other ship was going,
but he suspected they would be destined for one of only a few high-security
Dominion naval ports thought to be staging grounds for the coming invasion fleet, and Kardern was the closest.
A few days out of Freelandia they began to pass surviving Dominion
war ships limping along with significant damage, each group with several
intact escorts. The Alterians steered clear of those, but with only minor
course adjustments so as to avoid any suspicion. A few days out of Kardern
they passed one of the big frigates, which appeared to also have taken damage. It was moving slowly and had several other ships in close proximity,
but they remained too far away to identify each. Once past, they steered
directly toward the docks of Kardern.
Ethan noticed they were slowing. He groaned, wondering if the next
step of his ordeal was about to begin. He heard muted shouts and the
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sound of the launch boat he had noticed in the stern being bumped along
the hull as it was lowered. The spy ringleader Murdrock could be heard
giving out harsh commands, and Ethan was pretty certain that individual
was boarding the launch. Shortly there was the noise of oars in water moving away. A few minutes later light steps could be heard slowly descending
the stairs into the hold where Ethan lay bound. In a moment Taleena sauntered into his field of view. This was not the sweet teenage-looking girl who
had seduced, drugged and led him into a trap. Even in the dim light Ethan
could see that she looked much older now, and dressed like a wayward
woman that he would have never been tempted by.
“Hello there, dear Ethan.” Taleena moved close and caressed his check
with a hand. Ethan flinched away as strongly as his bindings would allow. “Oh, still angry at me? I suppose you would be. I played quite the

temptress, didn’t I? Don’t worry, today is not when you will be delivered
to the Overlord. No, Murdrock wanted to obtain official naval escort for
the remaining few days of our journey, and to hear first hand of how badly
we defeated the Freelandian fleet. He was rather surprised not to find the
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ships out in blockade formation and to see so many damaged Dominion
vessels heading south. Now what do you suppose that means? I guess
we will find out soon enough. Regardless, while the ‘cat’s away the mice
will play’. I only have a few minutes before the guard will wake up.” She
glanced over her shoulder at a small creaking noise and then turned back
with a sneering smile. “He got so very tired right after I was nice enough
to give him a drink of hot mead. Imagine that!
Now, dear Ethan, I have something to give to you. With you here there
is little real need of me – the Overlord can wring every ounce of Freelandian defense information right out of your sweet little head. I can’t let
that happen. No, it must be obvious that I am the main asset. But don’t
worry; you will still be needed, at least as a figurehead. At least your body
will be needed alive and well. But your memory … well now, that may just
be in competition with the future I am planning.” Taleena moved even
closer and removed something from a bag she was carrying. “You will not
feel much unpleasantness … and besides, you won’t recall it anyway!”
Ethan smelled something foul being brought up close to his face and he
fruitlessly struggled to move away. The gagging smell began to overwhelm
him and in desperation he held his breath as long as he could. Taleena
patiently waited. In less than a minute Ethan could no longer restrain
himself and gasped for breath. As he did so, his lungs filled with the acrid
fumes from the cloth Taleena was holding over his face. As he gagged and
coughed she laughed unpleasantly and roughly shoved a small ball of foul
paste up each of his nostrils.
“There now, that out to do it. In a few minutes the smell will clear and
no one will be the wiser … and most especially you.”

The sun was high in the afternoon sky at the lake where Maria had
started her morning. Most of the people who had come out to the revival
had returned, though some lingered on and new people from surrounding
towns kept straggling in. Minister Polonos and several other ministers
remained, and God’s presence seemed to have sunk in to permeate the surroundings.
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Chancellor Duncan was back at his same office with his same duties and
activities, yet everything seemed new and fresh and more REAL somehow.
Decisions seemed to flow far easier and he went about his day humming
the main melody Maria had been playing … or at least a tiny part of it that
he could remember that had somehow seemed to be an indistinguishable
part of the surrounding creation. He still did not know how that could be
… but it just was.
There were many decisions to make. The whole country was gearing
up in defensive preparations, and that required a tremendous amount of
organizing, planning and coordinating. So much time could be lost if the
preparations were done incorrectly, or wastefully. Yet today it seemed like
everything was just falling into place. Preparations were all going at remarkable speed, and Duncan felt confident that if they had several months
more they could put up a truly formidable defense of their homeland.
Yet he knew that their hope did not lie with their activities or achievements … it lay squarely on their God. And that was what he had to cling to
when he thought about Ethan. His son was in the hands of the Dominion,
but even more so he was in the hands of God. Somehow, this was going to
turn out for God’s glory and purpose. Yet that did not mean Ethan would
come out unscathed. Duncan had to prepare for the worst.
It was of only slight comfort when the former Dominion Dark Magician
Turlock had within hours of the kidnapping come and told them Ethan
would have been drugged and certainly was taken bound aboard the ship
that had escaped. He explained that Ethan would be held securely but
safely by the Dominion master spy Murdrock and would be transported to
one of the main port cities of the Dominion. From there, Turlock had not
wanted to speculate … but it stood to reason that since Ethan had intimate
knowledge of many Freelandian defenses, he would be forced to divulge
much of what he knew.
Turlock had tried to console Duncan, saying that most interrogations
used a variety of drugs to make the subject more talkative without the need
to utilize more … violent … methods. Duncan had shuddered, and they
had ended the meeting with earnest prayer.
Turlock and James lingered for some time in earnest discussion. Finally James nodded and Turlock strode out of the room with new-found
purpose.
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Vocal Master Veniti normally sat in any chair with straight-back posture that made him seem especially formal. Yet today Vitario thought he
looked, well, somewhat relaxed as he sat in the Grand Master’s office chair.
As Vitario gestured, Master Veniti began. “I admit I was highly skeptical
about the supposed spiritual overtones that you and Maria claimed were
part of her musical repertoire.”
“What changed your mind?”
“I … I think that young lady was getting to me, with all her talk of
worship being the true purpose of music and song. It seemed to resonate
in some hollow part of me, a part long ago walled off to the point I rarely
remembered it. Hearing her descriptions of her ‘special place’ with God
re-awakened a kind of spiritual hunger. God began to work on me. Then I
felt the pull … I’ve heard some calling it ‘the call’ yesterday to go out to the
lake … to the revival. It was so strange. Some deep part of me felt like it
was being tugged on, felt the need to go along with the others. And when I
arrived, Maria was still playing and others had joined in. I think I saw you
there with your viola?”
Vitario leaned forward, his eyes bright. “Yes, I felt it too, and strongly.
It was a little like how we played the other day in the amphitheater, but
different too. This was a mixture of joy and peace and unity and wonder all
joined together with the most beautiful sunrise over the perfect lake.” Vitario sighed. “Somehow we seemed joined and intertwined with creation
worshiping the Creator.”
Veniti nodded vigorously. “Yes that, and even more. It was like a part
of me had been asleep, but was awakened there to a world with greater
vibrancy and color and, well, awe. There is so much beauty I find that I
was taking for granted, walking right by without even noticing! Somehow
God’s presence was … was THERE, manifestly present and all creation reflected it.” Veniti uncharacteristically leaned over Vitario’s desk and looked
at the head of the Music Academy, his face beaming. “And the music! Oh,
Vitario … I have never, ever experienced anything so wonderful, so fulfilling, so inspiring! And as good as all of you were who were playing, it was
obvious you were accompanying Maria … I think all of creation there in
those surroundings was accompanying Maria!”
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Vitario sat back, misty eyed. “Or was she accompanying the song of
joy and thanksgiving creation has been and is singing all along, that we
normally just ignore or cannot hear?”
That rocked Master Veniti. He sat back so rapidly his chair actually
skidded backward a few inches. “Really? Do you suppose …?” A tear
was forming in his eyes. Normally he would have figured this was getting
out of hand, out of his carefully crafted facade of control. Now … now he
figured being out of his own control may well be a sign he was letting his
God be in control.
“Well, regardless of what I can or cannot explain – I believe your and
her story now.”
Vitario smiled warmly, but then a quizzical look came over his features.
“But even before that, at our staff meeting, you stood up quite boldly in her
defense.”
“Yes, I did, didn’t I?” Veniti chuckled. “I think I knocked the socks off
several in the room with that! Those others who were so opposed to her
… I could not sit any longer. They did not know her, did not know her
gifting. I admit I had only acknowledged a tiny part of it myself. She has
such talent, Vitario! Her voice is so capable. She could do even so much
more, with some refining.”
“That is one of the reasons I asked you to personally work with her. She
has a great gift from God, but it is still housed in a very little girl – a rather
weak and fragile vessel. She is very willing, very sincere … but also … well
… ignorant of so much of what we teach.”
“But what of the inadequacies she voiced so strongly? What sorts of
things are lacking?”
Vitario narrowed his eyes and looked upward in thought. “I think we
need to expose Maria to a wider variety of music types. However, since she
seems to feel that God has a specific use for her … and the entire Academy
for that matter… in the war against the Dominion, I think we should start
with music that may perhaps be more suited along those lines, such as
marches. I am thinking of asking Senior Apprentice Ariel to directly guide
her studies – and I am thinking of bringing Ariel before our Master review
board sometime very soon … I think she is ready and I now have several
vacancies to fill. What about you – do you have any changes in Maria’s
training planned?”
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Master Veniti pondered that a moment and then looked more serious.
“I’m not sure, though we do have several more ‘militaristic’ songs I could
introduce her to. I am concerned though with her stamina – she is indeed
a wisp of a girl. She has made admirable progress in her breathing and
lung capacity, and she is much stronger in her lower octave range than
when she started. While I prefer singers to work without accompaniment
to start, marches have such a strong beat that I may need to borrow a few
apprentices on snare and bass drums, and maybe a trumpet player or two.
I think we should get started soon though – we really do not know how
much time we may have.”
“You are surely right there, Veniti. And I think the whole Academy
needs a similar program of study – an abrupt change. If nothing else we
need to change our focus – I now realize that the real purpose of singing
and music is to glorify God. We have always strongly pushed apprentices
to achieve perfection, that such excellence was the main goal of all we
stood for, all we did. But now …” Vitario leaned forward again, his voice
more animated and forceful. “Now I want to create excellent worshipers,
musicians that express God’s majesty and glory, that are themselves powerful worshipers and that are capable of bringing their audiences along with
them in expression of that worship. I think we need a quite serious shakeup in our Academy.”
“Yes, and none too soon. And it must start with us Masters, and flow
downward.”
“Indeed. Yet it first began with our newest, least experienced apprentice
… Maria!”

Robby held Arianna’s hand as they walked back to the Engineer’s facilities. They too had found themselves drawn to the lake and had also
experienced the spiritual awakening to an even deeper relationship to the
living God. In turn, they were drawn even closer to each other.
“Ye know, me love, a few days back ye mentioned somethin’ to me in the
cabin o’ the ship that fishyed ye outa the water.”
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“Oh, did I? I must have forgotten. After all, I had quite a pounding
when my basket hit the water. It may have knocked me silly for awhile. I
suppose I could have said just about anything then …”
Robby’s eyes had gone quite wide and the color drained from his face
as he turned to look at her deadpan face. The twinkle in her eyes however
gave her away. “Ach, lass, donna be doin such messing ‘round with me
head like that! Tis enough to give a strong man a heart attack like poor old
Brentwood.”
Arianna stopped walking and put her head down over Robby’s chest.
“Seems to me, Chief Engineer, that your heart is beating just fine, other
than a tad fast right now!”
Robert pulled her face up to meet his. “I canna wait no longer! I was
so mightily ‘fraid when you went all a’tumbling down from the sky, like me
angel herself just a’had her wings clipped off all a sudden. I wondered to
meself why I was waiting. No sir, no longer! I asked ye then but you twernt
ready to answer.”
“Bobby, whatever are you babbling on about?” Arianna’s eyes were
beaming up into his even as she smirked.
He grinned down at her. “Arianna, will the smartest and prettiest engineer in all the world take the likes of me to be her husband?”
She impishly grinned back. “Well, when I find her I will ask ...”
Robert’s eyes flashed dangerously.
“But in the meantime, I guess I will have to fill in for her.” Arianna took
a short step back and eyed Robby up and down critically. “Chief Engineer,
I most certainly find your specifications to be in order and your construction appears to be rather sound … maybe a wee bit soft in the noggin, but
I figure I can get that squared away and ship-shape with some hard work.
I think I will accept your offer, once it is officially and properly presented!”
Bobby looked rather flustered, but Arianna’s smile and eyes could not
be withstood for more than a moment. He dropped to one knee and lifted
her hand in his. “Arianna, will ye be me bride?”
She smiled sweetly down. “Yes sir, Robert, I would be most delighted
to!”
The hillsides along the pathway reverberated for what seemed like several minutes with a deafening “Y E E H A A W!”
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Ethan was semi-delirious. His forehead was beaded with sweat and he
could not concentrate on any given thought for more than a few seconds.
Memories kept flooding his mind. He fought against the confusion and
noise, but whatever it was that Taleena had forced upon him was more
powerful and soon he succumbed. He did not hear the scow return and
be lifted to the deck, or the ship he was on lift anchor and return to their
journey. Ethan’s drug fogged mind was lost in a fantasy world, reliving
memories.

A fresh blanket of snow had fallen in the high mountain town of Bartleton. With his mother and father meeting with the town council to discuss
mining production and trade issues, the eight year old Ethan was left outside to play with the many other children whose parents were similarly
occupied. The townspeople had moved the snow from the area in front of
the main town buildings into the small park nearby, creating several quite
large ‘mountains’ of snow that were the delight of the children.
Ethan clambered up the steep sides of one of the large snow piles. Some
of the older children were at the peak, and a particularly large boy was
triumphantly proclaiming himself ‘king of the hill’. That signaled to all
the males in the vicinity that he was the target to be immediately deposed
from his throne. Not wanting to be left out of the fun, the much smaller
Ethan scrambled to the top, barely dodging the flying bodies of others who
reached the pinnacle before him and found their abilities wanting. Within
a moment of reaching the objective, strong arms gave him a mighty shove
and he joined the downward avalanche of bodies. The new snow was soft
and cushioning, and the backwards momentum carried the tumbling
Ethan to the very bottom of the hill. Grinning ear to ear, he picked himself
up and charged back up the hill. He found himself climbing near a handful
of other similarly sized youngsters, who all began converging on the ‘king’.
However, as they neared the top once more, it became apparent that the
latest ruler had gathered a small consort of subjects around him to assist
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in holding the vaunted height. They all paused in concern – their much
smaller size made a headlong rush obviously useless.
The young boys glanced at each other and wordlessly reached a pact.
One charged forward as the others closely followed. That first boy made to
launch himself at the nearest antagonist, who was just tossing back down
the hill another challenger. At the last moment the younger boy dived to
wrap his arms around the ankles of the defender. Another of the newly
formed team charged upward and became rapidly tangled in the arms of
the taller boy. Meanwhile, yet another team member added his own body
to the pile-up and this gave enough momentum to topple the defender
from his post. The younger boys disengaged instantly even as the older
boy began to fall, and so did not have very far to recover their altitude
advantage. Other former ‘kings’ nearby had also been similarly deposed
of their lofty thrones and for a brief minute the new reigning members
rejoiced. Then the usurping battles began again.
Ethan’s group stood triumphant on one of the lesser peaks. However,
the recently dethroned combatant was not about to be trumped by a group
of lesser mortals. He solicited the assistance of a cohort of roughly the
same age and size and they charged for the top.
This was pure boy fun. As the first challenger made to climb the last few
sloped steps to attempt to regain his position, Ethan leapt forward and up,
directly into the outstretched arms and head. The momentum toppled the
older boy backwards and both he and Ethan tumbled down the slope in a
tangle of gangly arms and legs. Several others of the smaller boys saw the
outcome and copied it with the other clambering combatants to achieve
the same effect, leaving a smaller number of their young group retaining
the prized geography.
The battle raged on for quite some time, but eventually the steep climbing took its toll on short tired legs and Ethan, along with his new-found
friends-at-arms conceded the hill to others and looked for less legdemanding pursuits. The snow that was currently falling was of the wet,
heavy kind that was nearly perfect for making snowmen – which was being
eagerly worked on by a number of the young girls from the town – and also
for the more manly activity of making snowballs. Toward this end his cohort cast about for which war to join and soon found themselves somewhat
sheltered behind a low drift across a no-man’s-land from another group of
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youngsters whose makeup was of similar numbers though perhaps a year
or two older in age.
Snowballs flew in volleys across the short span between the groups.
Ethan and two others began to feverishly create a cache of especially well
packed and rounded snowballs, and crouched with an armload each. A
nod to their compatriots produced a heavier supporting cover volley and
the three intrepid warriors swarmed up and over their makeshift protection and charged the other group’s bunker behind their own low drift of
snow. They made it about half way across before their opponents noticed
the impromptu invasion force and let loose suppressing snowball fire.
Life seemed so good. Ethan began throwing his armload cache as
quickly as he could, though few actually hit their mark. He was not very
practiced at the snowball throwing art form. But as he staggered forward,
tossing icy bombs as he went, he began to notice faint bluish streaks in the
air in front of him that seemed to trace out the trajectory of his projectiles.
That was odd. A reddish line appeared in his vision that seemed to intersect directly with his … WHAM! A particularly well thrown snow ball
crashed into his chest, knocking him backwards a step. Other red lines
appeared, though most were rather faint and trailed away off to one side or
another, or even over his head. A bright red line sprouted into the air and
seemed to come directly into his eyes. He winced and ducked, and felt the
breeze from a snowball that passed through the empty air where his head
had just been located.
As the first volley ended with defenders restocking their weapons,
Ethan picked one of his two remaining snowballs and prepared to launch
it at the nearest boy, who was frantically scooping and packing additional
snow into a projectile. Ethan saw a blue arc in the air reaching from his
upraised arm and ending at his opponents unprotected head. Curiously,
he tried to throw the snowball to follow that blue line and was fairly successful, scoring a direct hit on his target. Of course, that drew attention to
his situation – standing out in plain sight and within easy range, and with
only a single snowball now in his hands. The ‘enemy’ singled him out and
the next volley was aimed exclusively in his direction.
Ethan barely noticed, as his concentration was on those odd blue and
red lines. What were they? Where did they come from? Even as those
thoughts formed, a host of red arcs appeared. Some were fainter than oth24
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ers like before, but several were bright, angry red and terminated at some
point on his body. Without warning, time stopped.
Well, it did not really stop, but that was what it seemed like to Ethan.
Sounds died away and the light took on an off-cast coloration. The red arcs
remained, but now the snowballs following the trajectories painted in his
sight lazily edged forward. Then Ethan saw a blue ribbon which started
with his body and seemed to kink and bend in a complicated pattern that
caused it to avoid every red line completely. This was strange stuff indeed!
Enthralled, Ethan began to move, contorting his body along the prescribed
blue path. He could only move very slowly, though it seemed faster than
the movement of the snowballs toward him. The blue path moved with
him, in his time frame, and the snowballs began to pass above, before and
beside him. None connected. A moment later normal time resumed and
Ethan found himself still standing, clutching his lone snowball, unscathed.
He looked about in wonder. How had that happened? A movement
caught his eye as one of Ethan’s opponents, highly frustrated that his enemy in plain sight had not so much as been wounded by the last volley,
stood and charged forward, a snowball in each hand, to deliver his own
vengeance. Even as this antagonist pulled back his arm to throw from only
ten feet away, time again slowed to a near standstill. Ethan automatically
began to move in the clearly marked blue pathway, easily avoiding the first
perfectly aimed throw – perfectly aimed at the spot where Ethan had been.
The thrower was fast, and the second ball went airborne, aimed at the new
location his prey had somehow moved to.
The second snowball, precisely aimed, also completely missed its intended target and the larger boy looked on with astonishment. How had
that little runt moved so fast! How could he have possibly missed? Reality
of his own unprotected situation sunk in and the boy made a very speedy
turn and ran back to his position of relative safety behind the low snow
bank. Just as he dived over the drift a snowball, precisely following a blue
line invisible to everyone else, solidly scored with the back of his head.
The eight year old and current day Ethan both smiled as the scene faded
amongst swirls of other memories.
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Chapter 2

A Blackness Over Kardern

T

he Alterian ship edged into a berth in the commercial docks at
Kardern and a gangplank was lowered. Even before stern faced
Dominion inspectors could begin to board, a dark hooded sinister-looking figure made its way off the ship. The chief inspector hastily
backed off the plank and gave wide berth. The dock area was a bustle
of people going this way and that, yet a clear pathway almost magically
formed around the lone, shuffling figure as he disembarked.
Turlock looked both directions, finding no one looking back at him.
No one present would dare challenge him. The Alterians had suggested he
begin looking for a wizened blind man with a young street urchin in the
various taverns near the dockyards, especially near the military docks. He
knew Kardern’s layout from previous visits, and he headed in prescribed
direction, always alert for the potential presence of other Dominion magicians.
No one noticed him shudder inside his robes. He never wanted to be
associated with Magicians again, and his skin prickled even wearing the
costume. That was how Turlock thought of it. It was a costume and he was
now an actor. He figured he could bluster his way around most lower level
Magicians readily enough, but also knew that in the spiritual realm he now
stood out as considerably different. Scowling, he shuffled along.
Several Alterians, meanwhile, began to fan out, observing and noting
everything. They too headed toward the military wharves, where they had
noticed several damaged warships as they had sailed into the harbor.
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Kardern was a buzzing beehive of activity. When the fleet left, Gaeten
thought things would quiet down, but instead more people had been arriving. It appeared to the Master Watcher that the city was turning into a
staging area, getting ready for the expected invasion. But a darker, more
ominous undercurrent was welling up too.
Gaeten heard the murmurings that someone was coming, someone
important, but no one was really talking about it in any detail, at least not
in public. It had the whole town nervous. Nimby mentioned seeing many
more magicians wandering about in their black cowled robes, all seeming
on most serious business. Several times they had had to take alternative
routes about the town to avoid any close encounters with the sinister figures, and the one time that they had come near Gaeten had felt dread and
heaviness, as though the sun was dimming and all that was good and joyful
in the world was draining away. That spiritual darkness and oppression
surrounding the magician had lifted once they had passed. Whoever was
coming, many preparations seemed to be required. More soldiers were
also arriving, and being put up in make-shift housing off to one side of the
city.
Then today several ships had straggled into the dock, battered and listing. Nimby had described their condition, and the dockyard workers they
questioned said the sailors spoke of a terrible battle where many Dominion
ships had been lost and the mighty naval fleet had been sent running to lick
their wounds. Rumors began to circulate of some new and terrible magic
the sailors had encountered near the coast of Freelandia. The sailors spoke
of fire breathing demons that had swooped down on their ships, spitting
flame and burning metal balls, and of ocean monsters who rose from the
depths to bite holes right through hulls with explosive force. They were
jittery and afraid of what terrible demons and gods seemed to be found
in those far northern waters that had destroyed dozens of ships. Gaeten
wondered just what the engineers had cooked up – whatever it was, it must
have been rather effective, and the highly superstitious sailors were attributing all sorts of magical causes and effects to it.
Gaeten chuckled. With each passing person the tales were growing
larger and more outlandish … sun-bright flashes of light in the sky high
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above ships, followed by a booming thunderclap and burning metal rain.
A few stories were even going around of metallic balls that shot right
through sparing and upper decks to be found buried in the hull planks.
Ha! No catapult was capable of delivering that kind of damage! Gaeten
thought it more likely some Dominion catapult crew had somehow had a
load of grapeshot that had failed to launch and instead was shot down into
their own hold. Regardless, the exaggerations were having a significant
impact. Whereas before the bravado of the Dominion sailors was galling, and Gaeten had been getting more and more concerned that perhaps
there really was something to their presupposed superiority, now a form
of morbid dread was overtaking the town concerning the fearsome magic
unleashed against their fleet.
So, while he was cautious about what was happening here in Kardern,
he was also optimistic. The Dominion had apparently suffered a significant
naval defeat and a fear of Freelandia – and of the God who protected them
– was spreading. That could only work to the advantage of Freelandia.
Now he needed to find out more about who was coming to Kardern, and
why that might be significant – and as always, when the Dominion was
planning on their invasion.
Nimby brought over their evening meal at the roadhouse tavern they
had chosen this day, which was situated near the barracks reserved for
newly arrived Dominion soldiers. “I don’t like it here, ‘grandfather.’”
Gaeten was sitting at a table, seemingly mindlessly passing a coin between his fingers while actually listening intently to various conversations.
“Why is that?”
“There are many Southern fighters … can’t you smell that sickly sweet
odor they all have? And they seem to look right through me. I don’t expect
very good pickings here – and you may do well not to try any fancy tricks
either – these people look like they would just as soon stick you with those
huge swords and axes they carry as talk to you.”
“Bring me to an empty spot near them – I presume they are mainly
sitting together?”
“Yes, all the Southerns are sitting in one area … it looks like even the
other Dominion soldiers are not going very near them.”
“Good. I hear that they are especially superstitious. Let’s see about
that.”
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Nimby looked at him rather dubiously, but nonetheless led him over to
a table rather near the strange Southerns. Gaeten affected a slight list, as
though his drinking was starting to affect him, and absently swatted at the
many flies that were commonplace at these taverns. He heard some nearby
soldiers – not from the southern tables – in low conversation. Gaeten
caught a few words that seemed to be questioning the ships with obvious
battle damage at the docks.
With a decided drunken lisp he spoke out. “I hear …” again he absently
swatted at the pestering flies “…that the sailors at the docks are saying ‘demon fire’ shot down from the heavens on them. I heard another say that
the gods were spitting steel balls at them.”
The soldiers across from Gaeten had wide eyes, and looked nervously
around to see what the other patrons’ reactions would be to such brash
statements. When no one appeared to be paying any attention, one of
them worked up some bravery to answer. “Hogwash, old man. No such
things as demons and gods. Naw … they musta just run into some new
fangled super-sized northern enemy ships that had ‘specially big catapults,
that’s all. Our Dreadnaughts will be like mountains to their hillocks. No
such thing as ‘demon fire’! You’re just full of old wives-tales, old geezer.”
Gaeten turned toward the several tables full of Southerns, who were
speaking in some unintelligible guttural language of their own. They were
all hulking, brutish looking men who glared out of slitted eyes at everyone
else in the tavern.
“Oh … no such things as demons or demon fire,
eh? I bet our southern friends would disagree with you.” He waited a
few moments, but only heard somewhat more agitated guttural noises at
those tables. “I heard clear as day several sailors say that they had several
high ranking Dark Magicians present who commanded demon fog to accompany them northward. But the enemy ships could see right through
it, and snuck up on ‘em, then called on some fearsome northern demons
to start hurling fire and steel down on them. And some are talking about
sea devil monsters that rose from the deep to feed on Dominion ships.
That northern magic must’a been mighty powerful, more powerful than
our Dominion magicians could handle as their demon fog just evaporated
away.” Gaeten punctuated his sentences with further fly swats.
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A maid walked by to light candles, and Gaeten carefully listened to her
actions to better judge the distances between the various tables, and then
ordered a tankard of particularly strong drink.
The regular soldiers must have been emboldened after Gaeten’s first
remark, since now several laughed coarsely. “You are an old blind fool to
believe those fairy tales! Those sailors are just making up fanciful stories to
cover up what really happened – they probably ran into some unexpected
fog and ended up ramming each other! Leave the demons and gods to the
scary fairy tales we tell our children to make them behave!”
A chair scraped backwards noisily, but the speaker was on a roll and did
not hear it. “Oh … watch out, old man … demon fire’s gonna spit out from
your candle and get you! You never know when one of them de … de …”
his words ended in a gurgle as a particularly large Southern warrior whom
Gaeten had heard moving up behind the other soldiers lifted the speaker
up out of his chair with a humongous hand around the hapless man’s neck.
In a moment the soldier’s feet were dangling in the air and he was gasping
for what little air he could still get around the clamping grasp.
An impossibly deep growly voice sounded. “You not mock what you
not understand. You not underestimate spirits and principalities of enemy.
That is quick way to meet them … in afterlife.” The big man dropped the
soldier without any warning, and the smaller man collapsed down onto
the floor laboring to breathe. His companions began to rise to defend the
honor of their comrade, and immediately two tables full of the southerns
rose as well. Other soldiers all across the tavern were watching intently and
several had also risen and were fingering their weapons.
The man on the floor stumbled to his feet, drawing in ragged breaths.
He drew his dagger and charged at the man who had held him, stabbing
viscously upward. The Southern man hardly moved, and certainly did not
even try to step aside. Instead he took a partial step forward and with
surprising speed grabbed the knife wielding hand in mid swing in his own
massive paw. The attacker was stopped dead in his tracks, unable to move
his hand at all. His face turned red, and even as he tried to twist away
the much larger warrior lifted upwards. Again the soldier found himself
dangling completely off the floor. He sputtered and was gearing himself to
try a kick when he felt something very sharp poking his chest. He looked
down at a huge dagger whose point was already through his shirt.
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“You learn to respect what you not know, little man. Pray you never
run into a demon, face-to-face. Where we from, they are common. You
also learn to respect your elders, like yonder blind man. Now be thankful
tonight I rather drink ale than your blood!” He lowered the soldier slowly,
proving his immense strength. With a final squeeze that evoked a gasp of
pain from the astonished solider he released the imprisoned hand and in a
show of contempt and superiority he slowly turned his back on them and
walked back to his table.
The soldiers did not really know what to do. They looked at each other
with bewildered expressions. Then a soldier across the room who was
from a different barrack began to laugh uproariously, and in a moment was
joined with most of the other tavern patrons. Humiliated, the soldiers near
Gaeten paid their tab and stomped out.
Gaeten, however, was not likewise finished. Without turning toward the
Southerns he continued. “Perhaps our northern enemy is indeed protected
by demons, at least in their homeland. But our ships met them out at sea,
supposedly a goodly day’s journey from their borders. Surely the gods of
Freelandia cannot have power that extends so far from their homeland.”
The Southern speaker addressed him. “You speak as one with knowledge of spirits. In our homeland are those who see more in spiritual world
than our own. Some say being blind to world gives better vision to other
realms.”
Gaeten needed to be very, very careful now. “Yes, leader-warrior. The
spiritual world is very, very real to me … as I know it is to you. Our enemies may have enlisted forces greater than we have anticipated; perhaps
some air and sea gods we do not know. We will have to entice our own
protective spirits to be with us even closer when we attack. We will need
even stronger magic to overcome the northerners.”
“Hmph. We be ready, ancient one. We be protected by our strongest
spells and enchantments, and our own demons will fight for us. I not afraid
of Freelandian spirits, but I keep eyes open and pray to our gods. Maybe I
give extra sacrifices to unknown sky and sea gods.”
“That may be wise, valiant one. Yet I wonder … if the northern sky
spirits can be so strong even many miles out to sea, could they possibly …
possibly even be here, spying on us now?”
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That got some attention. The other Southerns began to grumble in the
odd guttural tones uneasily. “Do you know something, you-who-sees-thespirits? Have you seen something?”
“Those others … you were good to stop them. Mocking the spirits is
always dangerous. It calls attention from them and … they come to investigate.”
The voices became more agitated now, and Gaeten could hear many at
the Southern tables shift about with unease. The warrior spoke in a hushed
voice even as he nervously glanced about. “What … do … you … see and
hear?”
Gaeten smiled inwardly, but his outward expression was deadly serious.
Still with his back to them he continued. “The air spirits are angry tonight.
They feel they may need to demonstrate their power and might to the unbelievers yet here. I … I hear a whisper …” Gaeten’s hands shot upward as
if to ward off blows, flinging them backwards over his head. “I heard them
say men would drop like flies!”
Even as the words left his mouth, several of the flies he had caught and
lightly crushed rained down on the nearest Southern table. As they hit, two
of those at that table leapt backwards in fear, clutching at amulets hanging
from rough leather strings around their necks.
Gaeten took a swig of his strong drink and swished it around his mouth.
What he planned next was unpleasant, but should be rather entertaining.
At least the alcohol should be highly antiseptic. “Ohhhhh,” Gaeten gurgled
out as he clamped a hand over his mouth. He staggered to his feet and
turned, stumbling over to a nearby table of intently watching and listening
Southerns. He slammed his forehead down on the table and then craned
his neck back upward, his face at their level. He opened his mouth widely
and the few still living flies he had transferred there from his other hand
buzzed out in bewildered drunken aerial circles.
That put them over the top. Color drained from their faces and eyes
bugged out at the sight of the strangely buzzing flies zig-zagging in loopy
circles before them and at one that was moving in staggered steps up
Gaeten’s cheek. The big men began to shout in horrified tones in their
native tongue. As the flies flew further toward them they broke rank and
in panic dashed away from the table, and that began a stampede of all the
Southerns out of the tavern.
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Gaeten cleared his throat and noisily spit. He reached around the table
before him to find a tankard and took a quick gulp, only to roll that about
his mouth a moment and then splutter it out in a cough. Ugh, he thought.
That tasted even worse than the fly he thought he had swallowed. The
Southerns indeed were a very superstitious lot, and that could be used
against them if done carefully. He would have to consider how to build
on the rumors further. The Freelandian demons were going to become
extraordinarily fearsome … as everyone would soon know.

Turlock was given very wide berth by all passersby, and even tavern
bouncers stayed well away from him too. He had surveyed half a dozen
taverns in as many blocks, and yet had not noticed anyone meeting the
description the Alterians had given. The town seemed to have nearly as
many taverns as soldiers. The search was going to take longer than Turlock
had expected. He hoped the Alterians were more successful in finding the
merchant ship that might have brought Ethan here … if Kardern was even
the destination port. Turlock prayed for Ethan’s safety and deliverance,
and that he could find this blind Gaeten fellow soon. Whose plan had it
been to send an old blind man out as a spy anyway?

As other merchant ships began arriving at ports both within and outside
of the Dominion, encrypted dispatches of all sorts were carried by runners
from the ships. One by one those letters began to be delivered to Watchers
leased out from Freelandia as the world’s most elite and respected bodyguards and military consultants. The messages were all simple and short.
Aunt Lydia’s one and only nephew had gone on vacation unexpectedly to
ports unknown. If anyone happened to see or hear from him, or from his
blind uncle Garth, they were asked to kindly assist in any way possible.
Aunt Lydia and her entire extended family would be extremely grateful.
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